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Abstract— In order to find optimum compression ratio on
which engine can produce better performance and emission
characteristics a variable compression ratio engine is used.
The study conducted in past authors noticed that engine
produces different power and emission at different
compression ratio and at different type of fuel blends.
During full load conditions as we increase the compression
ratio the power output of Variable compression ratio (VCR)
engine increases and emissions like CO and HC decreases
as compared with the conventional engine but on the
another hand the NOx emission increases.

of nitrogen (NOX), which can be controlled by varying the
engine operating conditions. Former researchers have tried
to establish the relationship between emission of engine and
its operating conditions such as load, power, rpm, size and
torque output.
Apart from these characteristic parameters, it was found that
the use of alternate fuels with better octane and cetane rating
would improve the efficiency and emissions. It was
investigated that lower carbon content, lower suit particals
better blending capability and anti-knock characteristics of
alcohols make it functional alternative fuel for SI engines.
In the paper, it has been reviewed the effect of variable
compression ratio on the optimum engine performance and
fuel efficiency also the compression ratio effects the engine
size and exhaust emission.
Diesel engine has more applications more than SI engine.
Higher efficiency and lower cost encourages the Diesel
engine for variety of uses.
From the exiting published results it can be deduced that a
ton of research work has been completed on assessing the
execution and outflow attributes distinctive pressure
proportions till the present day.
This same work can be evaluted by using ECO gas analyser
emission valus can be further reduced using two or three
way catalaytic convertors. Emission tesing and charaterstics
are evaluated in some case studies shown below.
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IntroductionVariable compression ratio (VCR) engine is relatively a new
concept, which is still in its initial phase. In the past, several
methods have been proposed about concept of VCR in
engines. Some of them intensed on changing the cylinder
head, engine aesthetics and piston geometry and a some are
based on the variable arrangement of the crankshaft and
connecting rod of the cylinder. Some methods include
moveable cylinder block, use of eccentric bearings for
crankshaft and connecting rod and use of adjustable lever
rod between crankshaft and connecting rod.
Besides the efficiency, emissions of an engine are also a key
factor as it directly affects the environment. The main
constituents of the exhaust gas of an engine are unburnt
hydrocarbons (HC) and oxides of carbon (COX) and oxcides

Case Studies :
The summary of existing published results are presented in
table as shown below:
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make the motor more cumbersome and boisterous. In any
case, with the expansion of mixes builds the fumes gas
temperature and emanation parameters like NOX, COx and
reductions the warm productivity of the motor. Fumes gas
temperature is low for every one of the mixes contrasted
with diesel. The emanation of CO, HC dropped with an
expansion in mixing proportion and pressure proportion of
most extreme load. Along these lines the VCR motor has a
gigantic potential for enhancing warm proficiency of motor
and diminishing the fumes contaminations. In current time
the test in reception the VCR in contrariness with real parts
in current creation. To put it plainly, VCR will allow SI
motors essentially to decrease fuel utilization and
contaminations. Buying fuel-proficient, eco-accommodating
and clean vehicles would be enormously empowered in
future.
The future research work can be further continued on the
emission testing with different fuel types and changing
compression ratio by varying operating paramaters. The
reduction and measuring of pollutants emitted can also be
good area of research work to be worked on this engine.
Authors had choosen this as research work because very
limited studies was found in this area of automotive sector.
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